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Abstract: 

The naturalHCI resource package compiled the different species of flora and fauna to             

stimulate the interest of HCI and exchange students in appreciating the beauty of nature              

within the high school campus. Resources of the package mainly focus on the 4              

consortium gardens and the school garden. The website ties the resources together by             

embedding all the resources of the flora and fauna created. The videos produced are a               

form of virtual tour for interested parties. The trails, presented on the navigation maps,              

serve as guides for students to venture the campus in search of flora while the               

Interactive Quiz seeks to test students' knowledge after going on the trail(s) and             

exploring the website. To publicise and encourage the use of these resources,            

Instagram page, brochures and posters were produced and a “Guess and Find the             

Flora” contest was held. 

 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Rationale 

Flora and fauna are present everywhere in HCI. The vast variety of flora add colour and                

vibrance to the backdrop of classroom blocks. However, hardly any students notice or             

take an interest in these species around them. naturalHCI thus seeks to change that, by               

compiling and featuring the different species of flora and fauna in our resource package              

in order to stimulate the interest of these students.   
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1.2 Objectives 

● To compile the numerous flora found in HCI (particularly those in the consortium 

gardens) 

● To feature in detail special flora within the campus 

● To stimulate the interest of students in appreciating the flora within the campus 

1.3 Target Audience 

Secondary 1 to 4 students of HCI and the exchange students in HCI. 

1.4 Resources 

1.4.1 Website 

The website was created as an integrated platform for access to all the other resources               

created. It was coded using HTML5 and CSS3 and published under the free domain              

provider Netlify.  

https://naturalhci.netlify.com/ 

In the home page, flora were featured to showcase the Zen and vibrant side of HCI.                

(See next page) 
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Under each tab, flora are displayed in thumbnail format. 
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Clicking on the picture will show the flora details. 

 

 

Other resources like the navigation map, brochure and interactive quiz can be found by              

clicking on: “Trail & Quiz” tab (while the Poster is embedded in “Events” under              

Redirectory)

 

A Redirectory was created, where  

 

“Events” page appended the Poster, provide details of the ‘Guess and find the Flora’              
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Contest and announced the 3 winners. 

 

 

And “Hero of our Gardens” tab leads to the article on the engaging interview with one of                 

the school gardeners. 

 

Extract of the article: 

“ 

” 
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1.4.2 Videos 

A total of 6 videos were created, with subtitles detailing some basic information about              

the species featured. 

5 videos were created for flora to provide a general tour to all the 4 Consortium Gardens                 

and the School Garden. In each video some flora found in the respective gardens are               

highlighted.  

Another video captures the sighting of Black Hornbill. 

 

1.4.3 Navigation Map 

The following Navigation Map was created to give users an overall picture of where the               

gardens are and features some selected species: 
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The following separate trail-specific maps are created as a navigational companion for            

trails: 
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1.4.4 Brochure 

The brochure (incorporating the trail maps) highlights special flora and fauna species            

found in the HCI (HS) compound and seeks to entice users to access our website and                

Instagram page. 
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1.4.5 Interactive Quiz 

The Quiz, created using Scratch, tests the students’ knowledge on the flora and fauna              
in HCI after going on the trails and exploring the website.  

 

 

 

As Scratch is not compatible with mobile devices, Google Forms version was created. 
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1.4.6 Instagram Page 

Instagram page was set up for publicity and to attract users to visit our website. 

Regular new posts seek to entice more followers and visitors to our website. 

 

(As of 19/7/2019) 

Responding to feedback, photographic progression on the trails was uploaded on our 

Instagram page. 
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1.4.7 Poster 

The poster was a form of publicity for our resources within HCI and it promotes and                

provides details for the ‘Guess and Find the Flora’ Contest (Refer to 4). 
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2     Review 

Common species of flora in HCI include: 

● Rain Trees (Tan Kah Kee Drive) 

Rain Tree (Samanea saman) is native to Central and South America. It can grow              

up to 25 metres in height and 30 metres in diameter. 

It grows well in Singapore as it requires full sun and moderate water. 

● Bougainvillea (Walkway that links Blocks A and B) 

Bougainvillea is native to South America. It grows anywhere from 1 to 12 metres              

tall and has thorns on the stem to scramble over other plants. 

It grows well in Singapore as it requires full sun but little water. 

● Weeping Willows (Outside Block C) 

The weeping willows (Salix babylonica) are native to northern China. They are            

medium to large trees with long drooping branches. 

It grows well in Singapore as it requires full sun and lots of water. 

● Pigeon Orchids (On Rain Trees) 

Pigeon Orchids grow on the trunks of trees. They usually flower after a slight              

temperature drop, often after heavy rain. 

 
As of Proposal Evaluation: 

● There was no documentation on the species of flora in the consortium gardens 

and around the school that is available to students. 

● Previous resource packages document the species of flora in Singapore, not in            
HCI. 
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After Proposal Evaluation, HCGarden (Website and Application) was launched by the           
HCGarden Committee. 

To avoid duplication, our resources differ in that: 
1. All our resources focus only on flora and fauna in the high school compound. 
2. We also create resources that they didn’t produce:  

a. Videos 
b. Brochure 
c. Interactive Quiz  
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3 Methodology 

3.1 Needs Analysis 

A needs analysis was carried out to ascertain the relevance of the project. A              

questionnaire was created to establish the target audience's knowledge regarding the           

flora and fauna in HCI. A mini-quiz was also included to make the questionnaire more               

interesting. As 80% of those surveyed do not know much about the flora and fauna in                

HCI and 66% expressed an interest in the topic, the project was deemed feasible. 

3.2 Survey Results 

Questionnaire: 
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Mini-Quiz: 
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3.3 Development of Resources 

The team went around the school to photograph the various plants and animals.             

Information on the different species of flora and fauna was then collected through             

identifying the various species. The information, videos and pictures about the species            

were then put up on the website, after which the team raised publicity for the website by                 

creating other resources like Brochures and setting up the Instagram Page. 

3.4 Pilot Test & Results 

A pilot test was administered to 30 students. The team extended a copy of the brochure                

to them, followed by guiding them on one of the trails. After going on the trail,                

participants explored the website and tried the Interactive Quiz. They then proceeded to             

complete the Feedback Form. 

 

Generally the feedback was positive and many students stated  that it helped them 

understand the flora and fauna a lot better. 
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3.4.1 Feedback 

 

 

4 Outcome & Discussion 

The project has received positive feedback during pilot testing. However, to improve on             

publicity for our resources, a poster (Refer to 1.4.7) was created to promote the use of                

them through the ‘Guess and Find the Flora’ Contest. To garner participation, posters             

were put up in classrooms. Out of 25 entries, 21 students submitted correct entries,              

posting an 82% accuracy rate. 3 students have won the contest and were awarded              

Starbucks gift cards (See next page for the questions and correct entries from the first               

prize winner). Besides the contest, the website was enhanced, featuring the zen and             

vibrant flora species in the campus; a ‘Did You Know’ section was added for users to                

find out more about the unique characteristics of some flora in our campus, and lastly               

the article on an engaging interview with a school gardener was also featured. 
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5 Conclusion 

naturalHCI has been a challenging project as it requires many hours of rigorous work to               

design the platforms, explore the school to photograph the various species of flora,             

identify the species and collate information, as well as taking the videos. The whole              

project journey enabled the group to develop not only technical skills like coding and              

photography but other soft skills like critical thinking, problem solving, communication           

and creativity. Undertaking this project is rewarding as this will encourage more            

students to appreciate the flora and fauna in HCI. 
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